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RA Week

ETTIENNE RODRIGUEZ

RA week at SVA was, to
sum it all up, tiring in the
moment, but fun in retrospect because the male RAs
had had morning motivation
with Dean Santos, weeding
around the dorm, and other
tasks that needed to be done
before move in day. We had
also had icebreakers, fire
safety, and conflict resolution
training among other things,
but my favorite thing that at
least the male RAs did was,
before every meal, we would
talk while waiting maybe 10
or 15 minutes until lunch or
supper began. That was not
something that we had to do,
but it really helped us bond
and grow closer together since we all knew one
another from last year. It was
nice talking to the guys or

watching a short chess match
play out or having our RA
meetings. When there was
a task, such as weeding and
trimming around the dorm,
we had idle chatter to help
pass the time so that, in the
end, it was not so bad and
we discussed what we all
did this summer and joked
around among other things.
I had arrived relatively
early on August 10, and when
I finished what I needed to
do in the administration
building, I went to the dorm
to bring in my bags. Later in
the evening, we made our
collective way to the café
after a short talk for supper
with the SVA faculty and the
female RAs. Then we had an
orientation of sorts which

was mixed with worship and
our first official RA meeting.
The next day was our first
morning motivation, which I
remember explicitly as being
1,100 pushups between the
11 of us in six minutes. I had
only reached 75 while only a
few passed one hundred and
even fewer got in range of
200. The next event, conflict
resolution and mental health
training, was very informative as we were instructed
by the deans what to do if
something in that regard
happens and how to properly address mental health
among the students that we
RA for. Next was bathroom
boot camp, which was where
we were instructed how to
clean the bathrooms, which
we did do on our respec-

tive halls, spot checked the
rooms, and made sure that
the halls were ready for the
students. After supper, we
took our team pictures and
filled out a questionnaire so
that the new guys could learn
a couple of things about us.
In short, the first, or, in a
way, second day, just like the
rest of RA week, was pretty
tiring, but we got stuff done
and bonded a bit.
Thursday was definitely a
bit faster paced than the day
before, especially morning
motivation. That morning,
we ran. A lot. After breakfast, we had fire safety training where we learned what
to do in case of a fire from
firefighters who came to the
boys’ dorm to teach us all.
After that we had supper,

then made the outside of
the dorm look good for our
guys who would be coming
in a couple of days. Next was
early registration, although
we had gotten most of our
registration requirements
done already, and beyond
that, it was much of the same
when it comes to the things
that I had liked. On Friday,
we all went to Sherando Lake
and relaxed there after a few
fun games such as charades
and sharks and minnows.
After we returned, we had
supper and later, vespers,
which was supposed to be
outside with a campfire, but
since we got rained out, we
had had it in the student
center instead.
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Class Parties
ANISA PHILLIP

On August 28, 2021, the
Freshmen, Sophomores, and
Juniors gathered with their
respective classes for a fun
night filled with games, food,
and elections. This night
would be memorable not
just because of the fun times
with friends and the overload of sweets, but because
of the storm that took over
campus. The little taste of
Hurricane Ida that came to
New Market was big enough
to flood the girls’ dorm basement, as well as make it too
dangerous for the girls to
cross campus to the different
meeting spots. As a result,
each class party started a bit
later, with people coming in
completely soaked, talking
over each other as they
recounted their tales of running from the dorm.

Freshmen ran to the student center for their very
first class party. They began
with worship and song service, led by Mrs. Yani, which
was a nice opening to the
night. Mr. Raymond, their
sponsor, made sure everyone was having fun playing
card games like Uno, and
drinking root beer floats.
Unfortunately, because of
some problems with the
ceiling, the freshmen were
not able to play foosball, but
they enjoyed each other’s
company by playing pool
and making new friends
over chips. Aleks Ullrich
was elected Freshman Class
President and is ready to
start the year off strong.
Meanwhile, Sophomores
went to the café and hung
out under the supervision

of sponsors Mrs. Patrick and
Mr. Lowe. The night included icebreaker questions
where the class would sit
down at different tables and
get to know their classmates
a bit better. Though that
time got a bit awkward, the
rest of the night was really
enjoyable with lots of Twister and card games. Kit Kats,
Skittles, and unnaturally
hard gummy bears were the
focus of the evening. Some
hid candy in their sweaters
and hoodies to stock up for
rainy days, until Mrs. Patrick
found out and put a
quick stop to that. The
election was fun because
it was nice seeing the class
come together and hype
each other up as they made
speeches. All in all, Sophomores had an exciting time

learning more about each
other, eating way too much
candy, and electing new officers with Jonathan Pelote
serving as President.
The gym was the meeting
place for the Junior Class
Party, but it started 30 minutes late while the dorm girls
got permission to run over.
As they arrived, drenched
from head to toe, Ms. Mohns
made sure they took off their
shoes in front of the fans.
The evening began with worship. They had song service
led by some of the previous
officers, Ms. Mohns told a
devotional story about her
high school basketball career
(complete with a layup at
the end), and then elections began. The energy was
high and many offices were
running unopposed, so the

voting process did not take
long. Kristiana Hoffman was
titled Madam President once
again with David Delfish as
Vice President. Goldfish,
Cheez-its, and pretzels were
then consumed as the class
talked with each other on
the bleachers with background music provided by
Tony Rodriguez. Then Mr.
Hsu, the other class sponsor,
announced that it was time
for some games. They played
knockout to determine the
teams and then proceeded
to do a series of minuteto-win-it games. The party
was fun, though some got
toothpaste in their eyes, but
most importantly helped the
Junior class become more
unified for their last two
years in high school.

Class Parties are a wonderful way to start the year
off on a good foot. Though
Seniors did not have a traditional party because they
were trying to survive out in
the woods, they still enjoyed
each other’s company. The
sponsors did amazing jobs
planning and organizing the
events, and everyone made
lots of good memories.
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Senior Dedication
GIOVANNA LUCASIN

September 3 was a very
busy Friday evening, with
girls doing their hair, makeup, or finding the perfect
dress. While others were
getting ready to sing upfront,
the boys were getting ready
as well. Everyone arrived at
the church by 7:15. We had
practiced the day before and
worked very hard to perfect
our walk. As we got to the
church, we all lined up in
our spots, counting down
the minutes to walk into the
church. Although we were
excited and afraid, we were
ready to walk down the
aisle and look our best. Our
President, Kirsten Wilkens,
and Vice President, Colin
Browne, worked very hard
on our dedication to get
everything perfect and
ready in place. When my
turn arrived, I walked down
confidently with Aaliyah. We
got to our spots and waited
till everyone else arrived and

Colin ordered us to sit down.
Then the praise team sang
lots of songs and used their
musical talent and blessed us
through worship. We then
had our speaker, Dr. Feitosa,
give us a beautiful message
to help us grow as seniors.
He told us to not be scared
of the next chapter in our
lives and to comfort our
problems. After the service
we all ran up to our families
and friends and spent time
with them. My family and
I were all hanging in the
church till we came outside
to have some refreshments
provided by the Junior class
and served by their officers.
It was such a cool experience
to see everyone’s parents
meet each other and interact.
I especially enjoyed having
my family friends coming
from Maryland and Richmond. It was very nice to see
them and I am very glad they
got to come. We stayed out

talking outside for so long,
Mr. Short had to tell us to
move our conversation to
the parking lot. Senior dedication was a very blessed
evening and I am glad we all
got to experience it together.
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Week of Prayer
GIOVANNA LUCASIN

Our first Week of
Prayer has been probably my favorite one
I have had in my four
years of attending
Shenandoah Valley
Academy. Pastor Akeem
was one the best speakers I have heard in a long
time. He taught us about
God’s mercy and told us
about his own story of
coming to Christ. He
also really knew how to
keep everyone engaged
and prevent any desires
to fall asleep. One of the
ways he kept us engaged
throughout the week
was by asking us to read
verses, give opinions,
and volunteer up front.
I honestly learned many
lessons out of this week
that I will take with me
throughout my life. It
was incredible to hear

about how he became
a part of the Adventist church and how he
learned to follow the
Adventist diet. Without one story he told us
about his dad saving him
from choking to death as
a child, we would never
have the honor to hear
God’s words and lessons through him. I am
very glad that PH let us
spend some more time
with him and had him
come to our religion
class to talk to us about
the sanctuary. He taught
us about the formation
of the sanctuary and the
meaning of the things in
it, as well as about the
Holy Place and the Most
Holy Place. He gave us
an example about Jesus
and a superhero. We
would relate more to a

superhero because we
both share struggles in
life rather than relating to a perfect man. It
is our responsibility to
grow our relationship
with God rather than
just letting everything
happen to us as we go
on in life. This Week of
Prayer was a great blessing and helped us learn
more. I hope that this
message will continue to
stay with us throughout
our lives.
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Music Retreats
ALLE JACKSON

At 9 am on a cool Sabbath morning, the entire
music department piled
into the buses to go to a
spiritual retreat for the
day. Most of us wore jeans
and the orange t-shirts
that we had received the
day before. The general
theme of the retreat was
“All in for Jesus,” which
was printed on our shirts
and incorporated into the
music we practiced. Upon
arriving at Camp Overlook, we helped unload
the instruments and
other supplies. We all sat
down in the main room
to begin and Mr. Biaggi
introduced the speaker,
Pastor Justin Kim. After
singing a couple of songs
together, we were divided
into smaller groups, where
we played some games and

read a Bible story that we
would later act out. After
about 15 minutes, we
came back together again
to listen to the first part
of Pastor Kim’s sermon.
To start off, he had each
section of instruments and
voices raise their hands
and identify themselves,
and then he mentioned
something about each
instrument that is reminiscent of God’s character. He talked about what
a wonderful gift music is,
and called it “a droplet of
God’s glory” given to every
person.
After our lunch of rice
and beans, we had a little
break. Many of us went
outside and explored,
enjoying the lovely weather. Several groups of stu-

dents could be found
singing or playing together, taking pictures, or just
hanging out with friends.
Then we had another
general meeting outside,
where we performed our
Bible stories from earlier.
Each group was called to
tell everyone else what
lesson they had learned
from the story. We sang
some more songs together, and then we all sat on a
hill to take pictures in our
traffic cone colored shirts.

“Worthy Is the Lamb” and
“Revelation Song,” and a
more complicated version
of “I Surrender All.” It was
far from perfect, but it was
really nice hearing everyone play together. We
wrapped things up with
another talk from Pastor
Kim, which ended with
an appeal for us to truly
be all in for Jesus, not only
when making music but in
everything else we do. He
encouraged us to do more
than the bare minimum,
and to give our best in
After that, we split up everything like Jesus did.
into our different music
groups to practice for the
At the end of the day we
final “concert.” Then we each found a partner to
gathered in the main room share a pizza with, and sat
once again and attempt- down on the hill to eat our
ed to play and sing three supper. We talked amongst
pieces together. We played ourselves and waved at
simple arrangements of the drone flying around

us, until at last it was time new year of serving God
to go back to school. We through our music.
packed up our things, took
a couple last minute pictures, and headed to the
buses. Many students slept
on the short bus ride and
groggily thanked the bus
driver when they disembarked. We were grateful
to have a little bit of rest
time before we had to go
to a concert in the church.
Matt and Josie Minikus, a
couple from Indiana, came
and performed several of
their lovely pieces. The
topics of the songs ranged
from the importance of
trusting God, to His love
and faithfulness, and the
beauty of Heaven. Many of
us left tired and very ready
for sleep, but also inspired
and ready to begin a
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Senior Survival
ABBY WILLIS

We were all abuzz with
nerves and jitters in the days
preceding our stay in the
woods. Many were dreading
the lack of commodities and
modern innovations. We
loaded the buses Wednesday,
August 25, and headed to
Camp Overlook. Once we got
there, we unloaded our things
and went to set up camp. I
was quite proud of my little
shelter that I constructed
and, looking around, was
pleasantly surprised by the
doppelgängers that were
scattered throughout the
woods around me. Having
built our shelters to the
best of our abilities, we all
went down to the cafe for a
meeting and a layout of what
the upcoming days would
be like. Pastor Harley ended

up letting us go down to the
lake before dinner because it
was so miserably hot outside.
He told us it was some of the
worst weather he had ever
had at Senior Survival. Then
it poured rain like there was
no tomorrow, soaking our
camps through and through.
We ended up eating dinner in
the cafe instead of making it
in our swamp camps, but the
staff did have us sleep in our
poorly constructed tents.
The second day started with
our classes – though some
may say team building started
the day before. We had to
make breakfast for each camp
and then we went to worship.
After worship we went to our
different classes: survival, wild
edibles, and initiative. We

found what made our shelters
so poor and had a chance to
fix them, we scavenged for
food in the forest (luckily we
did not have to eat any of it),
and then we had a few team
building exercises. We got to
go to the lake as scheduled,
but our time was cut short
again due to the rain. We had
dinner and ended the day
with worship all together.
Friday was constructed much
like the previous two days.
We had breakfast at camp
and worship all together and
then we split into our different
groups for our classes. My
team worked on our school
song rendition and served
lunch. After lunch, we had
a chance to cook without a
stove. We learned how to

build fires and make food
over them, though halfway
through our session it began
pouring on us, which put a
damper on cooking. We then
had initiative with PH, which
included bridge building and
boat racing. We had dinner,
then a big vespers service with
Pastor Shane, and then got
to hang out around the fire
with smores until late into the
night.
Sabbath was truly a day to
remember. We started with a
simple breakfast, which was
quite enjoyable. Then we had
our morning worship as usual,
but after worship instead of
going to our regular classes
we went on a hike. It was a
race against the other groups
to find your colored ribbons

as you climbed to the top. It
was quite fun and only a few
injuries were sustained. I was
part of a small group that took
the scenic route coming back
down and ended up making
it late to lunch. I quickly ate
and went to join my group at
the top of the hill for the trust
fall and devil’s web. We had
a lot of fun working together
on these things. We then were
prompted to go take showers
before dinner. This happened
to be a very special dinner
prepared by the guys. It was
very entertaining; they closed
the blinds in an attempt to
keep secret what they were
preparing for us. It was very
sweet, though. They escorted
us all in and sat us down;
some sat with us, but others
were up and about serving.

The night carried on into our
class party. We played ping
pong, performed our school
song, and had our elections
as it stormed outside. It was
raining so hard that it actually
began to flood the floor of the
cafe. We all got to sleep on
actual beds one night sooner
than anticipated because of
the rain.
In the morning we went to
take down camp and prepare
for our ride back home.
All expecting to find their
things heavy with rain from
the hurricane. Many were
pleasantly surprised to find
their things had been gathered
up and taken into the
counselor’s cabins, keeping
them dry.
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